
Instagram

Welcome in the world of Pictures



An harmony of pictures...

Instagram lets you show your world in pictures which represents 

as a whole a painting, a piece of art of your brand

Your instagram brings a dream to your viewers



Harmony and balance of pictures

The overall look of your profile is just as important as each individual image 
you post.

Every picture should be visually strong enough to stand on its own, but 
should still harmonize with the rest of the photos in your profile. 

Arrange your images in a way that makes sense, while still considering 
important aesthetic principles such as negative space and balance.



First question

Who are your customers(s) and why would they be 
interested to follow your Insta?



Fashion related - 1 

- Products oriented:
- How do you wear your products?
- What to put inside this clutch?
- A fashion matching style (good combination of what to wear with)
- Photo shoot pictures
- Sampling process
- Focus on materials, feel and touch





Fashion related - 2 

- Brand oriented:
- How, where and who is making these clothes / fashion accessories / crafts…? Smile, laugh, 

shared moments…+ production process (fabric being cut, stitched, dyeing process…)
- The ambiance of the country where the products are being made
- The ambiance of the team
- Sneak peaks of the upcoming collection / sketches / mood board
- Brand’s values and identity





The brand’s life - about the designers

Melt made the choice to present the fusion of both designers!



Shirley Bredal
Fashion matching styles pictures 
- consistency - uniformity

Kids wearing

 

You won’t find:

Pictures about/ with the women’s 
knitters

Pictures which relate to 
“sustainable” fashion / ethical 
fashion brand and Nepal





Fashion related -3  
- Create partnership with influencers:

- Bloggers : contact by email / social medias the fashion bloggers who would be interested 
to receive a free piece and write an article + create a post on Instagram

- Bloggers to present a special discount coupon with your e-shop
- Press: similar to bloggers 
- Objective. Be viral

- Ambassadors:
- Ask your best customers to share their last purchase of your product





Fashion related - 4  
- Events: birthday of the brand - happy 200.000 followers - collection’s 

launch - trade show and pictures of the display - new window’s display...
- Lifestyle



Partnering with others brands which are alike yours and tag them



About the 
pictures



Consistency in filter

Battiayo . green / blue 
color tones



Battiayo . pink / reddish color tones



Arrange your pictures in a set of 3

Different mood and attitudes in the 3 set pictures





Play with levels



Recall of the brands’ elements in your pictures

Recall of the ring that 
you find on each 
cashmere and SS styles 
of Neyo*

Recall of the logo with 
font style and name of 
the collection



Emotions, connections : tell a story



Regular postings
Post a lot

Eg. Shirley Bredal. 1,314 posts - 3 posts in less than 24 hours

BECAUSE….





Postings and text



Welcome page. The first words matter

Key words 
are being 
used



The good reason to follow you

Say something about yourself, what you do, and the types of photos you'll 
be sharing

Make use of the website field to direct visitors to your full portfolio, your 
Twitter feed or anywhere else that's going to help convince someone that 

you're worth a follow. 



Emojis lead to more interactions

Emojis bring 17% higher 
interaction rates



Hashtags

Be specific, be relevant and be observant

Pick hashtags that are too common and they'll get lost in the flood, so keep 
them relevant and use them sparingly. 

It's also worth browsing through related hashtags already being used on 
Instagram to see if there are niche hashtags or even official hashtag streams 

relevant to your images that you didn't know about. 



Example
To define the 
materials used 
and the product 
design 
(#cardigan)

The style. 
#luxury #lux

The texture. 
#soft



Last trick

Instagram is a smart tool 

being able to recognize a specific format of picture

Posting similar format of picture will help Instagram to be aware that you are 
specialist in a field



Summary

Your visuals have to be strong, clear and clean

Properly organized and presented in harmony

Properly hashtagged with emojis

Post a lot!!


